
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Rosewater 
 

Rosewater Old Dogs 

 
Rosewater       1-1        2-1        3-4        5-5        35 
River Murray      1-3        2-3        4-4        6-6        42 
 
Goals  Weetra, Sansbury, W.Jones, Uzzell, Rasheed all 1 
 
Best  Sansbury  Yen  D.Miles  Don Campbell  Carbone 

 
The Old Dogs put up a brave effort on Sunday against River Murray who had 
recruited some tall timber and runners. 
In a close contest in a slightly shortened game which went to the wire and it was a 
late goal by River Murray that sealed the win for them.  
An evenly contested game throughout and both teams missing easy shots on goal. 
Dennis “The Menace” Umpherston had his hands full down back and also needed 
to get on his bike a few times chasing the River Murray full forward until he felt the 
dreaded twang - yep hamstring! 
Ian “Slippery” Sansbury again provided dash and flare throughout the day.  The 
team welcomed first time player, and a return to the club of past player Alex Yen, 
who is still fit and provided run and carry and even seemed to enjoy himself. 
Don “The Rock” Campbell, not to be mistaken for his brother Dean, “The Other 
Rock” Campbell, was very solid in defence and provided strength in the middle for 
a great game. 
Daniel “Kangaroo” Miles returned from injury and was cherished as he battled and 
out jumped a couple of tall opposition ruckmen to provide first use on many 
occasions. 
The Old Dogs did appear a little slow, fumbled, and missed many targets, and the 
whisper I got was that the training on Friday Night was very taxing and may have 
contributed to the outcome. 
Some discussion will be had with the boys that took training in the absence of the 
coach last Friday.   Hmmmmmm. 
Thanks to Roger “the water will eventually get there” Leyonhjelm, Tony “Comedy 
Classics on the sidelines” Matthews, Grant “My heart muscle strain is recovering” 
Hure, Leon “winged warrior” Burrows for your assistance on the day. 
Thanks to all the spectators and opposition players and families for your patronage 
on the day. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

~  The Loan Hound  ~  Darian Roberts  ~  Reepham Hotel  ~   
~  Portside Office National  ~   L J Hooker (Woodville)  ~ 

 



 
 
 
  

U14:      Rosewater  
Rosewater      9.7 (61)  v  Portland     5.4  (34) 
For those of you who didn’t come down the club on Sunday – you missed a great game!  
As with most teams, injuries are starting to make their mark on the team, especially with a 
number of the boys playing School Football on Saturday, and Nic, Josh and Patrick 
playing for the Eagles on Friday nights.  But we got there in the end.  We held the lead at 
every quarter, only feeling really comfort able after Eddie Milera moved to the forward line 
in the last quarter and kicked 4 goals.  With Patrick Hillard carrying a calf injury, that really 
slowed boy wonder down, and making our mid field not as free flowing as normal.  Will 
Naera, with his extremely saw thigh, played a great game being best on ground.  Jacob 
Sansbury played possibly his best game of the year thus far.  Lucas Jolly playing his 
50th game and his first game back after some time in Queensland, was strong and played 
some great passages that redirected the ball.  Coach Coles asked Frank Cabone to come 
and provide some addition support on the coaching bench, which saw Matt Wanganeen 
and Tom Heinrich respond well to the addition support , with both playing strong games in 
defence.  Other strong contributions came from Toby Aldridge, who had a lot of the play in 
the second quarter but could not find the majors today, Cory Walker and Kale 
Christopher.  All of the boys stepped up when asked today, giving back to the coach as he 
had asked.   
So the next two games will not be as challenging allowing a few more of the boys to come 
off the bench and have a run, and resting some of the boys carrying injuries in the run up to 
1 September when we will meet Portland again in the Finals.   
Goals:  Eddie Milera 4,  Jacob Sansbury 2,  one each to Toby Aldridge,  Josh Morris, 
Shane Shulver. 
 
 
 

 
 

U12 Anthony Giacobbe - 50 Games 
 

 
 

 

Grass Hoppers:  
No report 
 
U10:   What a great morning for footy, the scene was set for what became a great day of 
footy for the Doggies.  The mighty little U10's took on a massive outfit in Woodville South, 
again a team that won quite easily earlier on in the year, they were one short, but allowed 
us to play our full 18.  Again, this was a game that showed how much the boys have 
improved with their skills and determination to win the footy and not let it go, with some of 
our little tackers being lifted clear off the ground by the bigger Woody South kids, but there 
was no way we were letting them steal it so easily.  The first couple of quarters did see the 
opposition kick a couple of goals in each, but more great work from our backline showed 
that goals aren't so easy to come by against the Dog's, with Haydos and Abe again 
showing their might, pushing kids off the ball and taking good grabs.  Daniel did well in the 
forward line, working hard all the time.  Kyan the running man had some good breaks 
down the wing, doing all he could to move the ball forward. Liam U rucked well yet again, 
giving our on ballers plenty to work with, which Harry made the most of with many centre 
clearances.  The game went on and it wasn't until a masterful stroke and coaching move of 
the century might  I add, (by the Team Manager, no guesses who that might be), that saw 
us score our first goal due to a good centre clearance by  Liam P and a long kick that 
rolled through the big sticks, some might say it was a move that we got lucky from due to 
the nature of the move, don't listen to them, I am a genius. 
Never the less, all the kids tried their hardest as they do every week and we look forward to 
the final two games of the year, I reckon we will get a win on the board for sure. 
To top off, the U10's and a couple of U8's had a mini league game at half time at the 
Maggies game at Alberton, thanks to all the parents that came along to help and or support 
our little Doggies, all the kids had a great afternoon, and to cap that off, it was great to see 
everyone back at the club in the arvo to support the Masters, great work... 
GO YOU LITTLE DOGGIES.... 
 
U12 ROSEWATER. 10.6. (66)    LOCKLEYS. 0.0. (0) 
This week the 6th placed 12's faced the 9th placed Lockleys and whilst not disrespecting 
the Demons, Rosewater needed to win and win well if they were to keep their slim finals 
hopes alive.  Joshua Bartley was given the all important role of full forward and he didn't 
disappoint with some fantastic goals especially the checkside cracker in front of the kennel 
faithful!  James Quinlivan continued his fine form and delivered one of the finest hip and 
shoulder shepherds you will ever see.  The usual suspects (as Darren and I like to call 
them) in Kiana Lee, Deacon Braun, Joshua Morris, Tyson Wanganeen and 50 gamer 
Anthony Giacobbe, dominated their positions and coupled with some step up 
performances from Kynan Kenny and Hunter Cross it was pleasing to see.  Overall it 
was great for Rosies to be involved in a game where everyone had an opportunity and 
probably did have a piece of the size 4 footy.  However, it must be said that even though 
we achieved our best goal tally, at times we put individual ambitions ahead of team 
football.  It's all or nothing now Bulldogs, we are still alive!  
BEST:  Kynan Kenny, Hunter Cross, Jyerell Highfold, Mitchell Beale, Tyson 
Wanganeen, just to name a few. 
GOALS:  Josh Bartley 4, Tyson Wanganeen 2, Kiana Lee, Lindsay Goldsmith, Hunter 
Cross, Jyerell Highfold 1 each.   
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